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About This Game

MotoVR - a game in which we tried to make as "real" driving a motorcycle. You can compete with other players online or play
in a race against time
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Title: Moto VR
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Anea_Duo_Dev
Publisher:
Anea_Duo_Dev
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-6600K

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound

English
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A solid experience considering it's pretty early in developement. There's certainly a steep learning curve at first (reminiscent of
the time a friend let me have a go on his Suzuki Bandit when I had been riding a 100cc Super Dream) but don't let that put you
off, it's great fun.

Note for the devs......

 It needs a bit of work on the Engine Sound in my opinion. I'm finding it rather hard to get the gear changes right as the top end
doesn't seem quite right. After the gear change the sound seems to wollow for a little too long but could have be that I'm mstill
changing to early. And the gear change itself could do with an audible click in my opinion, it would give a bit of reassurance that
you hit it. :D I know I know.... I'm so demanding :P Anyways, keep up the good work!. First time I have felt sick playing any
game with the Oculus. Keep working on, it guys. Shall pop in and out to check on progress as I'm looking forward to playing it.
Good luck.. I was looking for a motorcycle Simulator, but this one was a big fail. let me explain.
1: Serious Motion Sickness, and I dont usually siffer this in other moving games.
2: Illogical controls. it requires you to tilt your head in an very unlogical way.
3: take time to figure you have to press your thumb to change gear.

To Imrpove, we need the following:
1: Better Guide or follow me style of tutorial
2: use the handle bars to balance like we do on a real motorcycle. You can use a Self righting or trailing wheels approach for
beginners.
3: for motion sickness, you can imp[rove by the above control. and buy narrowing the field of view to simulate a helmet..
Instantly become my favorite game to play in VR, so it goes without saying but I'll say it...I HIGHLY recommend you pick this
game up. I've been waiting for something like this for awhile. It's not quite the exact fill of riding but I'd imagine that would get
worked out as it developes more. Also, if you really lean with it and tuck in your chair, you're only missing the wind and you're
doing the real deal. Can't wait for multiplayer races (there's a grayed out option for multiplayer) but I'm with the lap time
leaderboard for now! Now I'm crossing my fingers for a Vive compatible stationary motorcycle haha
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